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Aim of  this Book 
Your MYOB file is useless unless you can have confidence in the integrity of  the data it contains.  
The following check lists will ensure that your file is one that can be relied upon to contain valid, 
reconciled data.  

It is not the intention of  this booklet to explain in detail how to perform each recommended 
process.  If  you need this assistance then please see my manuals, “MYOB - The Basics” and 
“MYOB - Beyond the Basics”.  Advanced users with an understanding of  double entry may also 
find “MYOB for Accountants” valuable. 

Author’s Background 
I started on my path towards my current life as an MYOB consultant by completing a teaching 
diploma and a Commerce Degree majoring in accounting at Melbourne University. There 
followed 20 years of  teaching at the secondary level in Victorian High Schools. I loved that life 
but left it to go into business with my husband. We started up a retail computer business. I was 
the administrator and it was then that I was introduced to computerised accounting. That was an 
exciting time where I learnt to put my theoretical skills into practice. After four years of  the 
hardest work experience of  my life, I moved with our family to Queensland. Here I knew that I 
wanted to continue in accounting and decided to take on the new software, MYOB. I loved its 
simplicity. I have been at it now for almost 20 years and am still loving helping people become 
competent with this software that can help them better manage their businesses. 

Heather Nowak  B.Com, Dip Ed. 

MYOB Certified Consultant 
MYOB Certified Trainer 

MYOB Associate Publisher 
BAS Agent 
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Chapter 1 

Basic Monthly Checks 
The following checks are good first steps to ensuring the “health” of  an MYOB file. 

A.  ARE ALL BANK/LOAN/CREDIT CARD ACCOUNTS RECONCILED?  
There are two ways to check this: 

i. Go to BANK/RECONCILE accounts and check each account individually.  
Unreconciled transactions can be viewed. 

ii. Go to ACCOUNTS/COMPANY DATA AUDITOR for a quick review 

B.  ARE THE BALANCES IN ANY CLEARING ACCOUNTS VALID? 

Examples of  such accounts are Undeposited Funds, Electronic Clearing, Credit Card 
Clearing Accounts. 

Use FIND TRANSACTIONS to investigate. 

C.  DO THE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES BALANCE?  

Run RECEIVABLES RECONCILIATION SUMMARY report.  

D.  DO THE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE BALANCE? 

Run PAYABLES RECONCILITION SUMMARY report. 

E.  DOES THE INVENTORY BALANCE? 

This is only necessary where item codes are set up to keep track of  quantities of  items 
on hand. 

Run INVENTORY VALUE RECONCILIATION report. 
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Chapter 2 

Pre BAS Checklist 

A.  COMPLETE YOUR DATA ENTRY  

This sounds obvious, but it is not always done! 

B.  ORDERS?  
If  you enter purchase or sales orders do the following.  Go to the TO 
DO LIST or the PURCHASES/SALES REGISTER to locate your orders.  Review each 
one to ensure that it is still relevant.  Change the date of  the pending transaction to the 
first day of  the next BAS period.  Make a note of  the actual day of  order somewhere on 
the order.  This pending transaction will then be in your next BAS period and avoid 
possible future problems with back dated transactions.  IF you lock your file AFTER 
doing your current BAS, this will not have to be done because if  you try to record the 
transaction with a date in the previous period you will get a warning. 

C.  CHANGES TO PREVIOUS BAS  

Re-display your BASlink report for the previous period.  Compare it to the one you 
printed at the time you completed that BAS.  It will confirm whether any data has been 
changed.  Of  course a change could have occurred in any prior period.  I am not 
suggesting that you re-run all of  them.  The most likely changes are in the most recent 
period.  If  you discover that changes have been made two options are available: 

i.  Make an adjustment on the current BAS 

ii.  Re-submit your previous BAS. 

Consult your accountant about which is relevant in each particular case.  To cover the 
possibility of  changes in other periods, see END OF FINANCIAL YEAR check for BAS 
data on page 29.   
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D.  COMPANY DATA AUDITOR 

Go to the accounts module and choose: 

Step 1:  Overview  

This little audit wizard is quite comprehensive.  It allows you to check many things, some 
of  which you would normally do every month. Screen one gives a general overview of  the 
file.  There is nothing specific to our current job of  checking prior to a BAS.  But it is 
good to regularly confirm for example, that your file has recently been backed up, that the 
file is locked to the relevant period and that the tax tables are current. 

 

Step 2: Account Reconciliation Review 

This second step is mainly about confirming that all relevant accounts have been 
reconciled to the end of  the BAS period in question.   
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In the following example where a BAS is to be prepared for 30/6/15, account 1-1110 
needs investigation.  It may also be necessary to check whether the Clearwater Investment 
Account 1-1160 and the Petty Cash 1-1140 require reconciliation.  The balances in 
clearing accounts such as Undeposited Funds, Electronic Clearing and Payroll Cheque 
Account should be investigated for their validity.  See monthly checks. 

 

Step 3:  Transaction Review: 

The third window runs checks for irregularities related to  certain control accounts and 
other important matters.  Once again these checks are not all specifically BAS related in 
the sense that they concern tax codes or payroll but they all help determine that the file is 
in “balance” and less likely to contain errors. 
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Review lines 1, 2 and 3 are all about control accounts. By this I mean, for example, that 
the account that has been linked as the Asset Account for Tracking Receivables (see 
SETUP/LINKED ACCOUNTS) equals the value of  the individual outstanding 
customer invoices.  They should of  course equal one another, just as the total of  all 
individual stock items on hand should equal the total of  the account(s) “Inventory” 
appearing in the asset section of  the accounts list.  These control account checks are the 
essence of  the MONTHLY CHECKS listed on page 6. 

If  this is getting too heavy, see MYOB-Beyond the Basics or MYOB for 
Accountants or  just appreciate that if  you get a ? next to any of  the first three reviews, 
ask a qualified person to discover the reason for you.   By clicking on the “Display” button 
a report will be presented that may explain the “possible” irregularity.  In the case of  (1) 
above, the Accounts Receivable are out of  balance because a journal entry (GJ) has been 
used to write off  a bad debt instead of  doing an adjustment via the Sales Module. 
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Review line 4 is looking at transactions with dates AFTER the end of  the BAS period.  
Of  course, there could quite likely be many of  these.  You usually will not stop entering 
transactions whilst completing the prior periods BAS.  A way to avoid this false alarm is to 
put your current date as the “End Date”.  Then, any transactions that appear in the 
display will really be forward dated and possibly in error.  I say “possibly” because it is 
feasible for a forward dated transaction to be deliberate. 

Review line 5 checks all customer and supplier payments (excluding deposit payments 
against orders) that have a payment date prior to the date of  the invoice or purchase.  
Where this happens, the accounts payable or receivable become unbalanced.  Effectively, 
in the case of  the accounts receivable in the example below, it is equivalent to saying that 
the debt has been paid before it existed.  Once the date of  the invoice is passed, the 
control account comes back into balance and is no longer a problem.  However, if  the 
payment and invoice dates straddle the end of  a BAS period (particularly the end of  the 
financial year), a problem does exist.  It is not a good habit to get into. 
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After drilling down into the entry it can be seen that the date of  the payment precedes the 
date of  the invoice.  From 1/6/15 to 18/6/15, the Accounts Receivable would have been 
“out of  balance”. 

 

Review line 6 is checking for any deposits received or paid against orders taken or sent.  
It is just a good idea to check that the order is still just that.  That is, that it is not time to 
change the entry to a sales invoice or a supplier bill. 

 

Review line 7 checks for transaction changes made during the review period. Of  
course, there could be many of  these and they are probably valid.  However a scan of  
them is a sensible security measure.  

Review Line 8 is only relevant if  you use the PAY LIABILITIES tab in the payroll 
module to keep track of  payroll liabilities such as superannuation and PAYG Withholding.  
It is a very useful feature, effectively allowing you to reconcile these payments against the 
individual entries made for each pay period. 
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Step 4:  Tax Code Review:   

Now for some BAS related investigations. 

 

Where a red questions mark appears, the Company Data Auditor is indicating that there 
may be an error within a given tax amount or tax code.  

Review Lines 1: Tax amount variances on sales and purchases.   The “GST” tax 
code has a default 10% rate.  If  the tax amount for a transaction has been changed, this 
will show on the Tax Amount Variance report.  Very minor variances such as illustrated 
below are not an issue. 
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The tax amount can be changed by clicking into the tax area.   

 

However, it is not necessarily a wise thing to do this. If  you use BASlink to help prepare 
your BAS, these changes will be ignored and a 10% figure brought through to the GST 
totals.  This will therefore result in an out of  balance as between the GST reports and 
your BASlink.  Any variations to GST due to some components of  the transaction not 
attracting GST, should be dealt with by entering a separate line and separate code for 
each different GST portion. 

Review lines 2: Tax code exceptions on sales and purchases: If  a tax code has 
been used in a transaction which is different to the default tax code setup for an account, 
it will show up in the display. Check the transactions listed on the report, and if  required 
click into the transaction from the report and modify it as needed.  It is quite possible that 
the change was a valid one.  For example, the default tax code for Staff  Amenities may be 
GST, but it is not unusual to enter food to this account and the code may have to be 
changed to FRE. 
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Review line 3:  Reconcile Tax Code Details with Linked Accounts.   

If  an amount has been posted directly to the linked account for a tax code eg the GST 
Collected liability account, this report will show an out of  balance.  I find it questionable 
that such a post, which would rightly be made it a payment is made to the ATO, should 
result in an “issue” that you should be aware of.  I generally ignore this review as I find it 
of  little value.  The value of  this report is further compromised because, for example, all 
GST transactions appear in their linked accounts, but if  your business is on a cash basis, 
your payment will not necessarily be the same as the total of  the GST for the period.   
GST related codes are not the only codes that exist of  course.  Luxury Car Tax and 
Wine Tax codes are just two others.  There may be some value in this report from the 
perspective of  these codes.  Confused!  So am I. 

Most of  the information gleaned from this audit wizard can be found directly from the 
REPORTS section.  Most are under Accounts/Exceptions. 
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E.  MORE CHECKING OF GST TRANSACTIONS  

The Company Data Auditor is a good first step but we now need to have a closer look at 
the period’s transactions to determine if  they are correctly coded.  Numerous reports 
exist.  Those ticked have already been run via the audit wizard. 

 

i.  Transaction Tax Code Report 

Use customise to enter the BAS period dates.  This report shows all of  the transactions 
for the period, classified according to the account to which the transaction has been 
allocated.  I like this report because it shows the default GST code for the account and 
the code that has been entered.  It is easy to see the norm.  It is also easy to see any 
transaction that is different to the rest.  This does not mean that an error has been made, 
but it is a good guide.  If  you find something of  interest, click in and investigate.   
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ii. GST Detail Report 

Choose either cash or accrual.  This report shows the same data as the previous report 
but it is now arranged by the tax code that has been attached to the transaction.  Scan 
the report to see if  you can spot any anomalies.  When you see a suspect or questionable 
coding, drill down to look at the transaction.  The aim is to sample the list.  You can’t, 
and do not need, to look at every transaction.  Most errors appear to be made in the 0% 
codes of  FRE, INP and N-T.  A good understanding of  when these should be applied 
will help avoid errors here.  See MYOB – The Basics.   Ensuring that the appropriate 
codes appear as defaults in the accounts list also help immensely. 

When you are happy that all is correct, print this report.  Also print a summary of  the 
same report.  Both can later be attached to your BASlink printout. 
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Part of  the Detail report: 

 

The summary report. 
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E.  PAYROLL CHECKS  

Regularly check that your gross wages equal the amounts that are showing as expenses in 
your profit & loss and that the payroll liability accounts are showing the correct balances. 
This will help confirm that your links are correct and that all payroll payments have been 
entered via “Process Payroll”. 

Print the PAYROLL ACTIVITY SUMMARY for the period in question. 

Print the GENERAL LEDGER SUMMARY for the same period. 

Confirm that the relevant linked accounts have the correct balances.   
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Note:   

• Use the Net Activity total for the Wages & Super Expense checks.  If  reversals have 
occurred this column will incorporate them. 

• The gross wages figure may comprise more than one account – Wages Staff; Wages 
Associated Persons, Travel Allowance etc. 

• Use the Total Credit column for checking the total tax deductions.  If  reversals of  
wages have occurred you will then have to look to the Net Activity column.  When looking 
at the Total Debits you will also have to allow for any payments of  PAYG Withholding to 
the ATO. 

• To find out which accounts are your relevant linked accounts, go to SETUP/
LINKED ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL LINKED ACCOUNTS and look for changes or 
additions to these defaults in the PAYROLL CATEGORY LIST.    

• Print these reports.  Continue on to complete your BAS. 
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Chapter 2 

Checks Prior to Paying Superannuation 

To determine the amounts owing for super do the following: 

A.  RUN SUPER REPORTS 

 

Choose whichever version of  the Super report that you find most useful. 

I like the Accrual by Fund Detail and the Employee Advice Summary.  The latter 
can be checked directly against the totals for each employee appearing in the PAY 
LIABILIITIES window (if  you use it) or the grand total showing in the Super Liability 
account. 
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B.  CHECK AGAINST THE PAY LIABILITIES WINDOW  
Go to the PAYROLL module and open PAY LIABILITIES.  Select liability type “super” 
and enter the appropriate period dates.  Do one entry for each fund to which you need to 
pay super.  The totals for each person should cross check to your super report. 

 

Note:   

•  When paying by SuperStream the whole payment will be made to one entity and 
therefore only one entry will need to be made.  Cross check the grand total against your 
super report. 

• If  you do not use PAY LIABILITIES and thus enter the payment as a SPEND MONEY 
entry (against the liability Super Payable) the cross check cannot be so easily done.  The 
alternative is to use FIND TRANSACTIONS to determine that the total super for the 
period does in fact match the super report. 
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